Introduction
Microscopy is a common technique to investigate biological processes at a cellular level. By the means of fluorescence microscopy it is possible to visualize fluorescent proteins and more complex cellular structures containing these proteins. To achieve this, we inserted genetic sequences of fluorescent proteins into viral DNA. This approach allowed us to visualize the intracellular movements of the fluorescent marked subviral particles. The resulting image sequences can be interpreted by specialists, who are able to distinguish these particles from regular cellular components. As there can be a lot of different particles in just one observed cell, it is in general not possible to manually track all of them. Thus it is of major interest to develop digital image processing algorithms that allow an automated tracking of each particle.
Methods
The automatic tracking of subviral particles pictured by means of fluorescence microscopy sequences requires several steps. However, even manual tracking of subviral particles is often only possible for some images. Particles get blurry or even invisible from one image to the next as they move through different layers of the cell or due to crossing some other fluorescence marked areas. This problem might be solved by using information from image sequences. An initial guess of particle's shape or velocity can be used to estimate the position of the particle by interpolation. A straightforward first step to make automatic tracking possible is to extract characteristics of particle movements and to use the estimated parameters for a subsequent analysis. The next step is to identify subviral particles given the charactersitics of their respective image representations. This improves the detection of a particle and, in addition, its identification. Many different mathematical methods can be used to extract features from images. However, there is no perfect method, since all methods have advantages and disadvantages. Thus, we started to test some prospecting methods in order to develop an accurate and robust subviral particle tracking algorithm.
The pixel intensity distribution of each particle can be approximated by a two dimensional Gaussian distribution. Using this ansatz a correlation with a Gaussian kernel can be used to enhance the contrast of the particles, to separate them from the noisy background and to adjust the kernel's parameters. Thus the quality of subsequent analyses can be increased by fitting a rotated two dimensional Gaussian distribution function to each of the detected particles. A good method to extract size and alignment or rotation of the particles, corresponding to size and alignment of the 2D Gaussian function, is principal component analysis (PCA). In further steps the PCA can also be used to extract optical features of the particles by eigenvalue and eigenvector based intensity distribution analysis. Using this information and the previously gained knowledge about the characteristics of the movements of the particles, as an input for a currently developed algorithm, allows the identification of the particles in subsequent images. Here we report on initial results concerning trajectories and velocities of subviral particles that we obtained by manual tracking.
Results
Figure 1: Tracks of subviral particles (red: moving to the cell's center, green: moving to the cell membrane ); rectangle: enlarged single particle Figure 1 shows green and red colored trajectories of subviral particles in a renal cell captured by fluorescence microscopy. The trajectories have been plotted over the first image of the image sequence. The particles have been tracked manually in order to generate initial and reliable information about the particles, e.g. position and velocity. A problem concerning simple manual tracking is, that the position of the particles is limited to pixel size of the camera system. This leads with respect to the pixel size of the particles to uncertainties which we started to remove algorithmically by using PCA. Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of the velocity of subviral particles for a sequence of 250 images obtained by our PCA based analysis. Similar results were obtained for another sequence. 
Discussion
We are interested in biological processes at the subviral level and showed that fluorescence microscopy and image processing can provide interesting parameters. However, there are considerable variations between image sequences and subsequent images of an image sequence. Some are related to the movement optically marked subviral particles, but some are unwanted noise or artifacts, that might be removed algortihmically. Thus we started to develop an automated and robust algorithm for subviral particle tracking. Unfortunately, the fluorescence of the subvrial particles is often weak. In addition, there are some unedifying general constraints in the settings for the image acquisition, e.g. a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio requires often a long exposure time, which is, on the other hand, disadvantageous with respect to temporal resolution. It is well known that a low temporal resolution leads to blurring and pseudo-jumps of fast moving objects. If, anyhow, the image quality is good, there are still some challenges that hamper the identification of subviral particles. The optical crossing of different particles or their movements over regions with high fluorescence levels, outshining the light up of the particles, make their tracking very difficult. Our first results indicate, that some of these challenges can be mastered algorithmically. 
Comparison of pediatric ECG from digital devices or scanned images

Introduction
Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) diagnose automatically life-threatening heart rhythm and deliver an electrical shock to stop the arrhythmia. In younger children these rhythms are rare. However, for using AEDs in younger children it is necessary to adapt the detection algorithms to the special feature of pediatric ECGs. This can be tested with the help of a large collection of shockable and non-shockable ECGs. At present, we are working to establish a pediatric ECGdatabase for the assessment of arrhythmia detection algorithms in AEDs [1, 2] . The database should contain nonshockable ECGs, but also shockable ECGs recorded during ventricular tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF) which are rare events in children. One possibility of obtaining a sufficient number of shockable ECGs is the use of ECG signals that were reconstructed from scanned paper ECGs [3, 4] . We performed an analysis of the signal content in reconstructed pediatric ECGs with the focus on suitability of the scanned results for shock decision algorithms. In the present work we report on this analysis.
Methods
As reference signals we used digital pediatric ECGs with or without arrhythmic episodes. The original ECGs were printed out and then digitally scanned in four different image sizes: 100 percent, 80 percent, 60 percent and 40 percent of the original size, representing different printing qualities of the ECGs. We established the amplitude and temporal scaling of the scanned signal by manual positioning of four sliders on the image grid so that they represented a box of 0.5 mV and 200 ms side length. Then in a rough manual pre-processing step the grid and any other unwanted staining was removed from the images (using GIMP, www.gimp.org). Finally, digital ECG data were reconstructed using a simple manually adaptable thresholding algorithm. The reconstructed ECGs were resampled to a sample rate of 500 Hz. In order to determine the signal quality in relation to frequency, a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is performed of all digitised ECGs and of the original ECG. The FFT data were divided in 5 Hz frequency bands that were examined in more detail by comparing the root mean square (rms) values. The main frequency components of normal adult heart rhythms are below 25 Hz [5] . Here we examined the frequency range up to 40 Hz in order to account for fast pediatric rhythms and fast arrhythmia. 
Results
As a typical example, we report here on 3 seconds of a digital ECG recorded during a VT episode at a sampling rate of 128 Hz. Figure 1 shows the raw signal and FFT of the original and of the digitised ECG using an image size of 80 percent. The reconstructed ECGs show the same general properties as the original data and differ only in details. The variations in the rms value of the frequency bands do not show a distinct dependence on the used image size. The wave amplitudes of the digitised ECGs vary slightly between image sizes. The amplitude of smoother ECG features does not exhibit marked differences from the original. Only sharp peaks are slightly different from the original (Fig. 1 ).
Discussion
The results indicate that there is no significant difference between the original ECG and the printed, scanned and binary reconstructed ECGs. Only at an image size of 40 percent there were slightly increasing deviations to the original ECG. Obviously beside image size there are other factors affecting the image quality like colour prints, ECG line width, scan contrast and so on. They were in the present study all attached to the parameter image size.
Our focus here is to assess the suitability of ECGs reconstructed from paper images for the purpose of detection of shockable ECGs. Ventricular arrhythmias are narrow band signals and the relevant frequency range is less than 10 Hz [6] . In this frequency band we found a good agreement between original and reconstructed ECG. By digitalisation of pediatric paper ECGs we are now able to increase the number of shockable (VT, VF) and critical nonshockable (SVT) ECGs in our pediatric ECG database.
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Introduction
Periodic leg movements (PLM) can occur while awake and during sleep. PLMs are short consecutive leg movements (LM), with a typical periodicity of 20 to 40 seconds (s) intervals between single LMs [1] . PLMs can cause blood pressure elevations [2] and untreated patients show a higher prevalence of cardiovascular diseases [3] . PLMs occur in more than 80% of patients suffering from Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) [4, 5] . According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) standard criteria [6] , an LM is defined as an increase of ≥ 8 µV from the resting baseline (rb) of the musculus anterior tibialis [6] . This requires an rb ≤ 5 microvolt (µV); typical physiological resting baseline values range from about 1 to about 3.5 µV. The duration of an LM is between 0.5 and 10 s, four or more LMs compose a period and are subsequently called PLMs. The distance between two PLMs has to be between 5 and 90 s. These criteria for PLMs differ from previous criteria in several points. The most important difference is the introduction of absolute voltage based amplitude criteria for the beginning and the end of a LM. The superseded older criteria relied on relative amplitude criteria: the amplitude of an activity had to exceed 25% of the amplitude achieved during biosignal testing (flexing of toes during wakefulness) [7] . We consider the newer criteria more suitable for automated algorithmic analysis. To our knowledge, there is no published algorithm using these PLM definitions. We therefore developed an algorithm for the automatic detection of PLMs according to AASM criteria [6] .
Methods
The algorithm has been tested and validated using > 50 measurements performed in RLS patients according to standard criteria [6] in different sleep disorders centres. These sleep studies were conducted with different polysomnographic (PSG) equipments. All recordings were exported into the European Data Format [8] . If the legEMGs were not filtered, high-pass (10 Hz) and low-pass filter (100 Hz) were applied according to AASM criteria [6] . For the automated analysis, leg-EMG signals are rectified. The algorithm then determines the rb of the EMGs. LMs are considered to begin when activations of the leg-EMG exceed the 8 µV onset threshold above rb. LMs end when the activity falls below the offset threshold of 2 µV above rb for at least 0.5 s (Fig. 1) . The first step of the automatic analysis is finished with the identification of LMs. These LMs can then be edited by the user and e.g. artefacts can be taken out. The next step is the analysis of periodicity. According to the standards of the World Association of Sleep Medicine (WASM), the Periodicity "can be evaluated in either separate channels, one for each side, or combining the events detected in both sides" [9] . Accordingly, our algorithm performs a periodicity analysis for each leg-EMG and allows a combined analysis. The distance between two PLMs is calculated from the respective start of PLMs. LMs become PLMs if at least four of them occur in a sequence and each PLM begins 5 to 90 s after the previous PLM. After the separate PLM analysis, the events are collected and classified (left, right, and bilateral). If events are overlapping left and right or the end of the first event and the beginning of the second event are less than 0.5 s apart, they will be classified as a bilateral event.
The results of the finished PLM analysis can now be combined with other results from the evaluation of PSG recordings like time in bed, arousal events, sleepdisordered breathing, sleep stages etc.
Detailed descriptions of the algorithm will be included in the poster presentation.
Results
Our 
Introduction
Fall accidents of elder people often lead to complicated fractures and are reasons for death [1] . The resulting economic effects on modern health systems are enormous. Automated fall detection systems may allow a quick detection of fall accidents and enable sending of an emergency call. Despite the presence of acceleration measurement based fall detectors with high sensitivities and specificities [2] , there are still challenges to increase the performance and the robustness of those systems [3] . The current approach uses a random search to optimize a given linear classifier for discrimination of fall events from activities of daily living (ADL).
Methods
For data acquisition and proof-of-concept purposes, a wearable measurement device was developed. It consists of an evaluation board for 32-bit Atmel microcontrollers (UC3-A3 Xplained), a nine-degree-of-freedom inertial sensing platform (ATAVRSBIN2), a Bluetooth module, a GSM module, and a 450 mAh accu. The 12 x 7.5 x 3 cm³ box is side-mounted on a belt. In the recording mode the device measures tri-axial accelerometer data with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz and transmits them to a computer wirelessly. In the evaluation mode fall detection algorithms can be tested, where the device is able to send emergency calls over a mobile phone network. For developing the classification software of the fall detector a versatile simulation environment was created. The software contains additional tools for the examination of human computer interface architectures and biosignal processing algorithms. The program is written in the Microsoft Visual C# .NET 4 environment.
The simulator provides a block for random model generation and block parameter mutation. On one hand the experimenter can define static blocks, on the other hand a superior algorithm is able to modify the content. A screenshot of the model editor is shown in Fig. 1 . The software is used to find a classification rule, which should be able to detect the fall sequences within a training set of imitated falls and ADL epochs. 5 healthy male subjects with a maximum age of 31 years participated on several recording sessions. They were instructed to perform ADL movements and to fall on a mat, triggered by an acoustic signal. Each of the actions lasted 10 s with adequate recovery time between the trials. The movement types are specified in the result section. In total, a training set of 397 trials is available. Pre-defined signal features are the components a x , a y and a z of the acceleration vector and its band-pass filtered magnitude m. For symmetry reasons the absolute value of the lateral component (a z ) was used. The task for the optimization algorithm was to find a weight vector w  , the bias parameter b, and an array of delay times d 1 to d 8 for the linear classifier 
Results
After a couple of thousands of iterations, the sensitivity settled to a value of 93.2 %, and the specificity was 97.0 %. Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 contain the types of performed ADL movements and fall scenarios combined with the number of correct and incorrect classified trials after training. For checking the generalizability, firstly the classifier is applied on the samples between the trials. The expected outcome, to detect no falls, is confirmed for the most epochs. Furthermore, the discrimination rule is installed on the detector device for real time evaluation. Fig. 3 shows the classification result as a function of recording time. The output value exceeds the zero line, if a fall event occurs. It can be summarized, that the accuracy is comparable to the outcomes of the training, overall. 
Discussion
Performing random searches for optimization is principally feasible. Fall events can be separated from the activities of daily living with high accuracy. However, scenarios, where a person faints slowly, cannot be identified by the detector. The measurement of physiologic parameters and additional features, for example the barometric pressure, may be necessary to cover falls where the accelerations keep on lower values [4] . It is difficult to indicate performance measures and to compare them with other approaches, because of the nonhomogeneously composited data set. But so far, there is neither a common definition of a fall nor a standardized evaluation protocol [3] . In current state the fall detector device is able to recognize significant falls, which can trigger an emergency call over mobile networks. Long term evaluations are objectives of future work.
Introduction
Vectorcardiography (VCG) assumes that the activity of the heart can be completely described by the three spatial components of an electric dipole. All ECG-leads used in clinical applications can therefore be seen as projections of this ideal dipole onto the connecting line of the electrodes used to measure the lead. Using the spatial X-, Y-and Zcomponents of the VCG, in theory all possible leads can be reconstructed, given that the correct linear transformation is known. Dower formulated such a linear transformation that transforms the standard 12-lead ECG into the three spatial components and vice versa [1] . However, the choice of the orthogonal X-, Y-and Z-axes seems arbitrary given the actual spatial orientation of the heart. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical approach to finding an uncorrelated set of orthogonal vectors that can represent the different observations. If the 12-lead ECG can be expressed by a subset of these principal components, these should contain the same information as the spatial X-, Y-and Z-components of the VCG, but, because of their uncorrelatedness, seem more suitable for signal representation. Furthermore, because of the universal applicability of the PCA, these principal components can be extracted easily and individually for every patient. After identifying the linear transformation A it can be used to estimate further leads that either were not recorded or have been corrupted due to artifacts or e. g. because of electrodes that fell off during longtime recordings.
Methods
The proposed algorithm consists of the following steps:
Baseline correction PCA is designed for zero mean data. Even though Castells [2] suggests that using PCA on the unaltered ECG data would maximize energy instead of variance and would therefore yield equivalent results, we decided in favor of a baseline correction as it is also advised by Sörnmo [3] in the context of VCG processing.
Vectorcardiogram (VCG)
In a normal heartcycle, the sinus node depolarizes periodically sending a depolarizing wavefront through the atrium and into the ventricles. This flow of electrical current can be represented by an electric dipole with amplitude and direction. Vectorcardiography tries to estimate this dipole which in theory contains all the information pertaining to the electrical activity of the heart and therefore allows the reconstruction of all theoretically recordable leads. Dower formulated such a transformation to transform the standard 12-lead ECG into the three spatial leads and vice versa [1] reducing the total number of Electrodes needed for a 12-lead recording to seven.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and lead reconstruction Principal Component Analysis is a linear transformation
that transforms vectors x of samples of observations into uncorrelated principal components (PCs) y using the linear transformation A that maximizes the variance of the PCs. This technique is often used for dimension reduction, feature extraction, data-decorrelation and whitening [4] . In this approach we assume that when calculating the PCs from a great number of strongly correlated leads the difference to the PCs derived from a subset of these leads are small, as long as the total variance of the subset is similar to that of the original leads. Therefore these PCs can be used to reconstruct the original set of leads. Starting from a 12-or 15-lead ECG, the PCs and the matrix A 12/15 were calculated. Afterwards, the number of leads used for the computation of the PCs was successively reduced and the new PCs were used together with A 12/15 to reconstruct the original 12-or 15-lead ECG. The reconstruction error of the PCs and the resulting reconstructed leads was tracked. 
and the three spatial leads according to Frank (V x , V y , V z ). Each lead is digitized at a sample rate of 1000Hz.
Evaluation
As a measure for the reconstruction accuracy, the clinical equivalence of recorded and reconstructed leads needs to be established. In absence of the skilled clinical staff needed to perform this task, we referred to the measure Feild [7] used when evaluating EASI coefficients. Feild suggested using the Pearson correlation ρ between the recorded and reconstructed signals
Results
Cardiac activity can be accurately described using only a small number of PCs. Using the linear transformation matrix A, obtained from PCA on a 12-or 15-lead ECG, these PCs can be used to reconstruct all 12 leads, even if not all leads were used for the calculation of the PCs for the reconstruction. as the quality of the PCs strongly depends on the subset when considering only few leads. The Box-Whisker diagram of the correlation between recorded and reconstructed leads is shown in figure 2 . Recorded signal and reconstructions for subsets of only 6 leads is shown in figure 3 .
Discussion
The results show that PCA can be used to reconstruct ECG leads which have been corrupted by artifacts or lost due to electrodes falling off during longtime recordings. 
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Introduction
When attempting to understand complex neuronal networks the use of multi electrode arrays is necessary. For evaluation of the recordings neuronal activities, the detection of spontaneous or stimulated activity is needed. Active cells are producing spikes and group of spikes which can be analyzed by e.g. statistic methods. The wave_clus toolbox uses spike detection by feature extraction with wavelet coefficients and superparamagnetic clustering into classes [1] . The spikes are classified by their time curve. This procedure is limited by the number of used wavelet coefficients. The maximum number is 45, so more coefficients could separate probably more classes. For this purpose an alternative is to be found.
Methods
The designed algorithm is suitable for single channel data analysis, as well as analysis across multiple channels. In the first step the data is filtered by a digital butterworth filter with a high pass frequency of 200 Hz and a low pass frequency of 3000 Hz. These parameters were extracted from a wigner time-frequency distribution (Fig. 1) . The first step is the detection of all possible spikes which exceed a threshold. The threshold is based on a value which is calculated by the median multiplied with an empirically determined factor. For spike sorting the maximum was fixed. The pre and post samples according to the maximum are used to determine a defined time course of the sequence. Initially all defined spike sequences are collected in regard to their channel. The first spike is chosen as form based reference. As well this spike forms the first element of the first cluster. For each individual time course of a spike the correlation (r = 0.6) to the reference spike is calculated. If the correlation factor between two spikes is above 0.6, the spike is added to the current cluster. If the correlation is too low the spike is stored in a temporary container. After running through all the spikes and organize them, the container size is checked. In case of less than 30 unclassified spikes in the container, the algorithm stops otherwise a new cluster is opened. The first spike of the temporary container is chosen as reference for the new cluster and all other unclassified spikes will be checked for correlation.
Results
Whereas only the spike sorting has to be compared, the settings of wave_clus and the designed algorithm are adjusted. The algorithm was tested with the same data which was also used by wave_clus. In Tab. 1 the results calculated by wave_clus and our algorithm is shown.
Applied to one channel simulated data, the algorithm delivers results with great match to wave_clus. The number of detected spikes in wave_clus is 519, the correlation algorithm detects 520. .The maximum values of the same detected spikes vary between the two algorithms for ± 5 samples. Both algorithms divide the founded spikes in three clusters (see Fig. 2 ). For better definition of a cluster all spikes will be averaged to one waveform (wide line in Fig. 2 ). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show an extension of the correlation algorithm to a multiple number of channels. The correlation was calculated over all channels. 
Discussion and Outlook
The comparability of the clusters is limited because the methodology of wave_clus changes the spike waveform in a heavily way. Especially polyphasic spikes are no longer recognizable as such. An advantage compared to wave_clus, the arrays consisting of more channels can be considered in a causal relationship and the occurrence of certain spike shapes can be analyzed across all channels (see Fig.6 ).
In future work the algorithm will be used for MEAs with more than 48 channels. With these classified information a causality analyses could be calculated 
